Custom Data Integration (CDI) with Renaissance and PowerSchool

If you are a Renaissance customer that currently utilizes our Custom Data Integration service (CDI), we will need to update your integration to utilize your new PowerSchool connection and data.

- March 2020: PowerSchool sites will be made available to districts.
  - Renaissance will work with districts to set up Auto-Sends in PowerSchool to extract rostering data, which is used to populate Renaissance sites.
- Renaissance District Administrators will receive communication from Abbie Keller, the Data Integration Specialist dedicated to Alabama districts, to set up a meeting to complete this work. This will take about an hour.
- Once this is complete, Renaissance will work to update your CDI service to utilize this data.

If you have been identified as the Renaissance District Administrator, you’ll develop a one-on-one relationship with Abbie and she will assist you through every step of your CDI implementation. If you have any questions, please reach out to cdisupport@renaissance.com or 800-461-3174.

It is important that we complete this work so that your Renaissance integration will be ready for the 2020-21 school year.